StaRFLEET cLASSES:
Command Officer –

Command Officers are
trained for command, leadership, and tactical organization.
STRENGTH +1
INTELLIGENCE +1
WILLPOWER +2
WISDOM +2
CHARISMA +2
Martial Arts +1
Phaser Pistols +1
Any Two OPERATIONS +1
Any Two SCIENCES +1
Starting Rank: Lieutenant Junior Grade
Starting Equipment: Type I Phaser

Counselor –

Counselors maintain the mental health
of the crew, ensuring all members are fit for duty mentally
and emotionally. They also act as diplomats.
INTELLIGENCE +2
WILLPOWER +3
WISDOM +3
CHARISMA +2
Empathy +2
Communications +2
Medicine +1
Starting Rank: Chief
Starting Equipment: Medical Tricorder

Engineer –

Engineers are responsible for
maintenance and repairs of all systems on a starbase or
starship. Additionally they ensure efficiency and productivity.
DEXTERITY +1
INTELLIGENCE +3
BLOCK +1
STAMINA +2
Phaser Pistols +1
Communications +1
Defenses +1
Transporters +2
Computers +2
Warp Drives +3
Starting Rank: Chief
Starting Equipment: Tricorder

Flight Controller – The Flight Controller
holds the combined positions of Navigator and Helmsman, and
is in charge of plotting courses and piloting vessels.
DEXTERITY +1
INTELLIGENCE +2
DODGE +2
SPEED +1
Navigation +4
Astrophysics +1
Warp Drives +1
Starting Rank: Ensign
Starting Equipment: None

Medical Officer –

Medical Officers ensure the
physiological health and wellness of all personnel and
civilians aboard a starship or starbase.
DEXTERITY +2
INTELLIGENCE +3
DODGE +1
STAMINA +1
SPEED +1
Martial Arts +1
Transporters +1
Computers +1
Medicine +4
Starting Rank: Chief
Starting Equipment: Medical Tricorder

Operations Specialist –

Ops Specialists
are in charge of communications and sensors, as well as
internal systems control and resource management.
DEXTERITY +1
INTELLIGENCE +2
BLOCK +1
CONSTITUTION +1
CHARISMA +2
Phaser Pistols +1
Communications +3
Astrophysics +2
Computers +2
Starting Rank: Ensign
Starting Equipment: None

Science Officer –

A Science Officer is
responsible for gathering and parsing data, interpreting
sensor and medical readings, and research.
INTELLIGENCE +3
WILLPOWER +1
STAMINA +1
WISDOM +1
LUCK +2
Phaser Pistols +1
Communications +2
Astrophysics +3
Computers +2
Medicine +1
Any OPERATIONS or SCIENCES +1
Starting Rank: Chief
Starting Equipment: Tricorder

Security Officer –

Protection of Starfleet
assets and personnel is the main duty of the Security Officer.
STRENGTH +2
DEXTERITY +2
BLOCK +2
DODGE +1
CONSTITUTION +1
Martial Arts +2
Melee Weapons +2
Phaser Pistols +2
Phaser Rifles +2
Starting Rank: Chief
Starting Equipment: Type III Phaser Rifle

Tactical Specialist –

Tactical Specialists
are in charge of activating and monitoring shields and weapons
systems aboard a starship or starbase.
STRENGTH +1
DEXTERITY +2
INTELLIGENCE +1
SPEED +1
Phaser Pistols +1
Phaser Rifles +1
Defenses +4
navigation +1
Computers +1
Any OPERATIONS +1
Starting Rank: Ensign
Starting Equipment: Type II Phaser

civilian cLASSES:
Civilian Classes come in a wide range of skill sets and
expertise. All Civilian Classes start at the rank of Civilian.
Each receive 5 Trait points and 5 Skill Points to assign based
on the individual's chosen career, in addition to the following:

Archeologist –

INT +1, Any SCIENCE +2, Tricorder

Bounty Hunter –
Diplomat –

CHR +1, Telepathy +1, +10 Credits

Entrepreneur –
Mercenary –
Miner –

DEX +1, Mark I p.s.g.

CHR +1, +50 GPL

STR +1, Race-Based Melee Weapon

CON +1, Mining Laser

Smuggler –
Trader –

LUK +1, Shuttlepod

WIS +1, Navigation +1, +20 GPL

RANKS:
Civilian Chief -

2d12 Adv., 1d4 Cred.

1d20 Adv., 1d6 Cred.

Ensign -

1d12 Adv., 1d8 Cred.

Lieutenant Junior Grade Lieutenant -

1d10 Adv., 1d12 Cred.

Lieutenant Commander Commander Captain Admiral –

1d12 Adv., 1d10 Cred.

1d10 Adv., 1d20 Cred.

1d8 Adv., 2d12 Cred.

1d6 Adv., 3d12 Cred.
1d4 Adv., 3d20 Cred.

SPECIES:
Android
Soong-Type, Model Epsilon
+5 STR, +5 INT, +2 BLK, -1 DOD, -3 CHR, -3 WIS
+5 Computers
+3 OPERATIONS or SCIENCES
A reproduction of the breakthrough technology developed by
Dr. Noonian Soong, these androids have a positronic brain
that makes them unable to learn PSIONICS, but also makes
them immune to Empathic or Telepathic Powers, unless they are
equipped with an emotion chip.
They may remain in their original blank production state,
or choose personalized gender and appearance.

Bajoran
Homeworld: Bajor
+1 STR, +1 DEX, +1 DOD, +3 WIL, +4 WIS, +2 CHR
+2 COMBAT
Easily recognized by their nose ridges and tell-tale earrings.
traditionally a sign of spiritual solidarity amongst their
people, the bajoran earring can be augmented with a psionic
enhancer to allow focused psionic energy in those bajorans
that possess the gift, a rare but emerging talent.

Betazoid
homeworld: Betazed

+2 INT, +2 WIL, +2 WIS, +5 CHR
+4 PSIONICS
The black eyes of Betazoids are their defining physical
feature, though most would argue that the most innately
betazoid attribute is not a physical aspect but a mental one:
their telepathic powers. Passive in nature, Betazoids prefer
diplomatic solutions over violence.

Borg
Homeworld: Delta Quadrant

+3 STR, +2 INT, +2 BLK, +2 CON, +2 STA, -1 DOD, -WIL, -1 SPD
+4 OPERATIONS
On rare occasions a Borg drone may be severed from the
Collective or liberated by other races. Part cybernetic, these
augmented creatures can appear as a greyish hairless version
of any other race. Implants and heartiness make up for their
lack of speed and difficulty with independent thought.

Cardassian
Homeworld: Cardassia Prime

+1 STR, +2 DEX, +1 INT, +3 WIL, +1 STA, -2 LUK
+2 Defenses, +1 COMBAT

The ridges and scales of the Cardassians are as hard and
abrasive as the people are themselves. Warlike and fiercely
devoted to both state and family, they often employ deception
and covert ops to augment their military strength.

Ferengi
Homeworld: Ferenginar

+1 DEX, +1 INT, +3 DOD, +5 WIL, +4 CHR, +4 LUK
+2 OPERATIONS, +2 Computers

Large ears (or lobes as they call them) are the defining
physical feature of the Ferengi. Devious and scheming, they
care about turning a profit more than anything else. Ferengi
are highly resistant-if not completely immune—to psionic
powers.

Human
Homeworld: Earth

+1 to ALL TRAITS
+2 COMBAT, +2 OPERATIONS, +2 SCIENCES
Humans are easily identified by their normal appearance.
Capable of excelling in nearly any pursuit, they are the
universe's jack-of-all-trades.

Klingon
Homeworld: Kronos

+3 STR, +3 BLK, +2 CON, +1 STA, -2 CHR, -1 WIS
+3 COMBAT, +1 OPERATIONS

Mighty warriors and fiercely competitive, Klingons adhere to
a strict code of honor that almost blinds their decision making
at times. Their forehead ridges and long hair are common
physical giveaways of their race.

Romulan
Homeworld: Romulus

+1 DEX, +1 INT, +2 WIL, +1 WIS, +1 SPD
+2 PSIONICS, +2 SCIENCES

Romulans are genetic cousins of Vulcans, and psionic ability
still develops in them from time to time. Noteworthy are their
advanced scientific developments, secrets that they hide away
from the other races in the universe. Most often they have
dark straight hair, and prominent arching eyebrows.

Trill
Homeworld: Trill

+2 INT, +1 BLK, +2 WIL, +1 LUK
+1 OPERATIONS, +1 SCIENCES

The Trill can be quickly identified by the two rows of spots
that cross their bodies from head to toe. A very small
fraction of the Trill population are “joined” in a symbiotic
relationship with a sentient lifeform called a Symbiont. This
organism is surgically implanted inside the host Trill's body,
bringing with it all the memories and skills from each of its
previous hosts.

Vulcan
Homeworld: Vulcan

+1 STR, +1 DEX, +1 INT, +1 WIL, +4 WIS
+1 COMBAT, +3 PSIONICS

Once a violent and emotional people, the Vulcans left these
base ways behind them and instead adopted logic and a
philosophy that repressed emotion. Those that opposed this
new way of thinking left Vulcan and settled on Romulus.
Vulcans are one of the most disciplined races in the universe,
and can master nearly anything they set their mind to,
including a wide array of psionics.

ADDITIONAL RACE OPTIONS:

Android –

Emotion Chip. Grants +2 WIS, or +2
CHR, or +1 to each, but Empathy and Telepathy powers
now affect you.

Bajoran –

Psionic Enhancer Earring. Grants +1
PSIONCS, but -1 COMBAT, and -2 CHR when dealing
with other Bajoran.

BORG –

Cybernetics. Can choose to have a hand
replaced with a cybernetic implant. Disruptor (+2
Hand Phasers), Hypospray (+3 Medicine), or Multi-Tool
(+4 Engineering), but imparts a penalty of -1 STR, -1
BLK and -1 Martial Arts.

TRILL –

Joined. Grants +1 INT, +2 WIS, and +1
COMBAT, OPERATIONS, or SCIENCES, but at the cost of
-2 CON and -2 STA.

